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Exordium 

So I guess I had to embark on another book, which you now have in your 
hands. It all began almost a decade ago when I sifted through ;I pile of notes and 
wrote StTns Becoming S4q.r: Our Pqfisive, Pervosiue IJniuerse ( I  99 I), which cclcbrated 
Charles S. Peirce's processunl semiotics. Then, focus on s?Tns omongst s ips ,  that is, 
signs now actualized and offering themselves up to their interpreters - who 
arc, themselves, so many signs - crrlminated in another book, Scrniosis in tlze 
Postmodern Age ( 1  995a). Finally, thc general concept ofsigns growing, dcvelol~ing, 
cvolving motivated the third volume of a rather sclf-inclulgcnt tril~~gy: Signs 
Grow: Semiosis and Lije Procpsses (1996). Following this meagre contrit)ution to 
academic vaingloty, why should I attempt - or cven want, for that mattcr - to 
proceed? 

Well, there remained this matter ofthe uncertain, vacillatingscondalofmeanin,q. 
I write 'scandal,' for throughout the ages meditation, speculation, deliberation, 
and debate on the nature of meaning has left the door open to opprobrium, 
i,pominy, and unending frustration (the phrase 'scandal of meaning' also comes 
from a special session at the Charles Sanders Peirce Sesquiceritennial Congress, 
Harvard University, 1989, where it was repeated on several occasions). The 
concept of meaning has been almost exclusively limited to the use of human 
language by human beings. This has more often than not culminated in 
unabashed 'linpicentrism' (which includes 'logocentricm'), with little regard 
for nonlinguistic semiotic modes. The fact ofthe matter is that mraning cannot 
live by language alone. Language, of course, is most comfhrta1)lc in its Familiar 
playpen and surrounded by an abundance of speakers with which to entertain 
itself. Yet it provides no guarantees regarding meaning: the reports of mystics, 
poets, rhetoricians, scientists, and our everyday stuttering and stammering hear 
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witness to its notorious limitations. Neither is meaning available exclusively 
by way of the concepts of extension, denotation, reference, correspondence, 
ancl rcprcsentation. That  hopeful dream was put to rest some time ago, 
though many scholars are still hanging around to witness the last gasps of the 
scnilc world picture. It seerned to me that if any form or fashion of meaning 
is accessible to our finite, fallible intellectual faculties at all, surely it must 
incorlmrate tlic whole of Pcirce's concept of the sign, which attempted to 
takc on thc indefinitely vast nonlinguistic sphere of semiasis. The idea began 
to captivate me. So cventually I had to go on, knowing full wrll that once 
again thcrc would be no royal epistenlological road to that vcnerable endgame, 
'truth,' but hardly more than some vague, infinitely diverging, converging, 
sct of cercbral goat trails lining precarious canyon walls enshrouded in an 
obstinate mist. 

Therc were, to be sure, lingering doubts, sneaky lkelings 01'inadequac)r Sor 
the task ahcad - after all, given my academic preparation I wasn't supposed 
to be meddling in this sort of thing - a sense of being tossed about in a sea 
ol';lmbiguity, the lingering premonition that it would a11 come to naught. Of  
course, the very idea of mcaning is presumptuous in the first placc. Any and 
all attcrnpts to wrap it  up in a tidy package are in all likelihood predestined 
to end in 'scandal' of one form or another. For one's bclief that one will be 
capablc of coming to grips with mcaning must surely bc the greatest pretension 
of them all. Rut much the same coilld be said of the Wcst's age-old quest 
for such imponderables as knowledge, 'truth,' and, above all, foundations 
regarding our most cherished foci of intercst. T o  discover the ultimate building 
blocks of nature, to know the outer reaches of the universe, to give counsel 
regarding moral standards, to determine and define cultural values, to provide 
the ultimate criteria for excellence in art, to talk with God or with children or 
with the animals with the claim of understanding them: how supercilious all! 
Yct the rcbuttal has it that to cease thesc predilections, queries, and impositions 
would be virtually to ccase being human. 

So yes, meaning. I suppose. Well anyway, why not? 

Preliminaries 

As things turned out, I expcct the pages that fbllow will not strike you as 
just anothcr volume on meaning. 'rhey begin on a tangential, yet nonlinear 
note. This is, I would submit, a reasonably poetic step, for Charles S. Peirce, 
whose thought influences this book, leaves few well-hewn paths with clear, 
distinct, and unambiguous slashes on nearby trccs to mark thc way. Quite 
thc contrary. He intimates, suggests, implies, teases, and cajoles, but he also 

surprises, pushes, jolts, and at times insults. Consequently, how is it possible to 
present a neo-Peircean semiotic view ofmcaning in anything but a roundabout 
way? What can be said without vacillating allusions;? Whcrc can any solicl 
anchor point be found, if one knows not from whence ontr catnc or whcrcto 
one should proceed? 

Indeed, nowhere is semiotic indeterminacy more cvidcnt than on t h ~  
question of meaning. In fact, the ovcrricling theme of this inquiry will I)c. 
that indeterminacy, at the heart of the vagueness and genernlig, the inconsis&trt<y and 
incompleteness, and the overdetminalion and untiertlet~rminatiol~ of any and all signs, 
is no less than the fulcrum point of the lifc of signs and hcncc of their mcaning 
(I cannot overemphasize the importancc of the italicizcd terms to the thesis 
to be presented in this inquiry, as should becomc quitc cvident). Ru t  it  is by 
nature a sliding fulcrum point. Consequently, the concept of rncaning eludes 
onc at the very moment it seems to be within onc's grasp. Yet, signs and thcir 
mcanings are inseparable, for signs would not bc signs in thr hll-blown scnsc 
if devoid of meaning. So to the question 'Whcrc is meaning?' tllc answcr is 
'Not in the confines of the skull, in the sign itscll; in the thing to which i t  

presumably refers, or somewhere in the imaginary - though illusory - conduit, 
that invisible conduit tube between sign emitter and sign reccivcr.' Meaning is 
nowhere and at the same time it is everywhere; it is in the interrelations of the 
sign interaction incessantly being played out 011 thc stage of semiosis. Mcaning 
is largely an informal, virtually unspecifiable and unthcorizablc, commodity. 

Nonetheless, theories of meaning have abounded during the present ccn- 
tury, with obsessive focus on languagc that has given risc to the likes of 
logical positivism, analytical philosophy, speech-act theory, hcrmcncutics, phc- 
n~rnenolo~gy, semiolo,q, structuralism and poststructuralisn1, gcncrativc sc- 
mantics, pragmatics, narratolo,gy, discourse analysis, ancl other 'linguiccntric' 
practices, including even deconstruction. Many problcn~s i~ncl qucstionablc 
practices remain, however. Some scholars havc a propensity to conHatc words 
and their mean in,^, subjects and language, tcxts nntl authors and I-catlcrs, 
and texts and the world. Others divorce language lion1 thcir ~~sc,rs and thc 
world, as ifcontexts and thinking and feeling speakers clicl not exist. Still others 
pluck sentences out of common usage, or  thcy invcnt pcrvcrsely simple to 
highly improbable statements in order to test them in the mental laboratory 
of abstract theories. In the final analysis all thcse theorists arc morc often than 
not puppeteers holding on their strings not even so much as wooden speakers 
and hearers, or writers and readers, but nothing morc than imaginary words, 
scntences, texts, narrative, discoursc, and quitc a lot of hot air. (The prohlcm 
in this regard has been in large part due to thc Sart that muc:h contclnporary 
linguistic theory and philosophy has ctncrged from mathcmatical logic and 
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rnctamathcrnatics. This influence of formal logic on linguistic theory has been 
ParaIlclctt hy the adoption ofa linguistic account in mctamathematical practices 
[scc Stcnlund 1990, for a critique of these practices]. It has frequently resulted 
in the concept of lan,q;uage as a calculus or formal system comparable to the 
systems of formal logic. Consecluently, the rules, derived for mathematical 
logic and drtermining the technical usc of words such as 'language,' 'proposi- 
tion,' 'reference,' 'correspondence,' 'representation,' and 'interpretation,' and 
originally adapted to the description of formal systems, have been mistakenly 
appropriated fbr the study of ordinary language use. In the final chapters of 
this inquiry, it may appear that I too am guilty of this sin. My exoneration may 
t)e found, Ino\vcvcr, in my taking the entire range of signs into account, not 
strictly la rn~ua~c. )  

In spite ofthc many incursions into the depths of signs, their meanings have 
rvmaincd clusivc. Mcaning flows along within the semiosic process, resisting 
any and a11 artificial pigeon-holes. It is, as a result of this flow, plurality rather 
than singularity; it is many not one, continuous not discrete. Meaning docs 
not cmcrgc through some specifiable contact behveen people and people and 
between ancl language and language and the world, but rather, it is the 
vrry Iw~cv~sofcmcrgcnce ,  the emergence of everything that is in the world, our 
'semiotic worlrl.' Ifwe try to specify mcaning in precise tcrms we are playing a 
tail-chasing-dog game inevitably ending in frustration. If we try to focus on it  
for thc  sake ofanalysis, the vcry focal point becomes that which we are in the 
process of producing. If cvc play a sort of quietist role of waiting for it to come 
to us, what wc thought was its appearance in pristine form turns out to be our 
own reflection. The  problem is that cvc would like to look for meaning as if it 
wcrc an ob,jcct coexisting with the sign, or as if it were in the sign itself, but once 
we I,ccomc aware of it within the semiosic process, it has already passed on along 
the stream to become another sign. Signs, ultimately, speak for themselves. 
In a certain sense, they are their own meanings. Signs and the meanings that 
cmcrgc from their interrelated, interactive dance are a shimmering mirage 
that refracts and takcs on a new countenance at  the mere suggestion of our 
fi~tilc, furtivc glancc. Wc cannot help but play hide-and-seek with ourselves 
in our relentless pursuit of the elusive meaning of our signs. (I should reveal 
at this ,juncture that I do not buy into the idea, common to many students 
of 'po~.mocicrnism,' that in our times wc are experiencing a devastating loss 
of rntraning, a notion especially prevalent in the writings ofJean Bauclrillard 
[ 198 I, I983a, 1983b; also Kellncr 1989: 1 18, Pcfanis 199 1 : 1 1; for further in 
this rc:g:~rd, Mcr~.cll 199 1 a] .) 

C:onscqucntly, as is by now quite obvious, I remain critical of most formal 
anrl I~rogra~nmat ic  theories of meaning. I would say of meaning what Hilary 

Putnam (1983b:xvii) says of 'truth.' It is 'as va,que, interest relative, ancl context 
sensitive as we are.' And, as I shall argue throughout the pages that follow. 
we cannot help but fall victim to zicrgtazess in our tireless quest for genernlzp, 
and our ungtteness will manifest an inevitable tinge of inconsistency, just as our 
genern1itlr.r will always remain incomplet~. In this regard, Peirce's semiotics can 
be alternatively regarded 'as a theoly of meaning or signification, as a thcov 
of communication, as a theory of inference and implication, as a theory of 
mincl, or  as a theory of knowledge and truth. (The list is not exhaustive.) It can 
be regarded in all these ways not because it is ambiguous, or bccausc Pcircc 
confiisedly failed to distinguish these concerns, hut becarrse hc adopted a point 
of view and forged out a system of concepts within which all of these concerns 
find a common basis of expression and articulation' (Ransdcll 19795 1 ) .  In the 
most general sense, Peirce's semiotics by its vely nature inc:lrmeJ ;t theory of 
meaning. But semiotics is not about meaning in the ordinary way of taking 
it. It is about meaning engendered when signs arc in their act of becoming 
signs, a becoming that includes sign interpreters as participating agents in the 
very semiosic process of becoming. I cannot overemphasizc my contention that 
meaning is not in the signs, the things, or  the head; i t  is in the proccssual rush 
of stmiosir; it is always already on the go to~rarcl somewhcrc and somewhell. At 
least that is what I shall attempt to illustrate as the pages of this book pass from 
right to left. 

Rut enough. There's really nothing more I can say before I get down to the 
task of trying to say what I hope I have to say. Before I do that, however, I 
should write a. few words on the Preamble and the fifteen chapters that make 
up  this volume. 

The Layout 

In the Preamble, I wish to set the tone for what is to follow with allusions 
to each of the diversity of topics herein discussed. I do this in the form of a 
dialogue between three characters, Alpha, Omega, and the Mastcr. It is my 
expectation that this brief preview may whet the appetite for the main course, 
and at thc same time afford a broad overview of' the general theme to be 
discussecl within the covers of this hook. The  focus of that general theme is 
above all, to put it bluntly, Peirce. Over the years I have come to an awareness 
of the importance ofpeirce's philosophy and of his concept ofthc sign. I bc.lievc 
his thought quite effectively addresscs itself to many contcmporav issues - 
this I also attempted to present in Semiosi.r in the Po.tlmodun Age. Consequently, 
though during a reading of this book at times pages may come and go without 
specific references to Peirce, he is always lurking in the b a ~ k ~ g o u n d ,  awaiting 
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his moment to reenter the scene and join in the dialogic ensemble voicing 
overtures bordering on and often entering the hazy arena of meaning. 

In chapters 1 and 2 I attempt to paint the essential background for a 
Pcirccan discussion of mcaning, ivhich includes his concept of triadicity, self- 
othcr relationships, our rampant Faustian notion of individualism, and above 
all, thc nccessary ctistinction hetween 'real objects' ancl merely 'semiotically 
rcal objects' and the relations betwcen signs and their/our 'scmiotically real 
worlds.' This move calls for an initial presentation of the concepts, destined 
to become leitmot$, of va,pmess and gmeralil)), inconsistetzcy and incompleteness, and 
ouerde/.~b~ation and underdetmninntion, all of which, I believe, are necessary to 
the very idea of 'semiotic meaning.' Chapter 3 argues that mcaning cannot 
hc divorced from notions of storytelling and fictionality. The engcnderment 
of meaning in this scnse demands presentation of what ir not as zf it roere - 
tllc csscncc of fictions - which is impossible without the concept of oltierness. 
111 this sense meaning in distinctively human semiotics is primarily, though 
not cxclusivcly, thc other of the sign as it now is, that which the sign ilnclcr 
othcr circiunstances wolrlrl not be - morc spccific to symholicity than iconicity 
or indcxicality. And the 'semiotically rcal' - as distinguished from the 'rcal' 
an siclr - is thc product of meaning, that which thc 'serniotically real' is not. 
That is to say, thc 'semiotically real' is the product of meaning, with which 
it is endowed by the other of signs, ancl the signs' meaning is other than thc 
signs, that is, it is incorporated in the relationship between the 'scmiotically 
rcal,' the signs, and their rcspec.ti\:e o/l~er. Meaning is in the interrelations, in 
the interaction, the interconnccteclness. WIcaning is thus in a sense parasitic on 
thc 'rcal.' It severs it, carvcs it up, and at times mutilates it, in order to make 
way Ihr thc construction of signs and 'semiotically real' worlcls of various and 
sundry stripes. 

Chapter 4 engages in a discussion of I'circe's 'pragt~~atic maxim.' In order 
to develop this theme, the above-mentioned fiction/'t-cal' distinction is provi- 
sionally introduced by way of Picrrc Duhem's cxpositiotl on two altcrnativc 
scientific views and methods: English empiricism and French rationalism. 
Attention is then turned to what might he considered an inevitable topic, in 
light of the sets of distinctions put forth in previous chaptcrs: Pcirce's concept 
of 'thought-signs,' and Alexis von Meinong's mental 'objccts.' In spite of my 
rhetorical practices to that point, the argument will be presented that there are 
no absolute distinctions, classes, or taxonomies of which we as human semiotic 
agcnts arc capable. During this argument, the fallacy of traditional notions 
of"rckrence,' 'correspondence,' 'representation,' and 'ohjrctivity' come to the 
forc. This issue brings with it implications of Peircc's somccvhat unhappy 
concoction of 'idealism' and 'ob-jcctivism' - or perhaps one might say, 'realism' 

and 'sul~jectivism,' depending upon the vantage - which Pcircc dubhcd 'ob- 
jective idealism,' a brief discussion of which will conclude this chaptcr. The 
next move, in chapter 5, inspired by philosophy of science and mathematics, 
brings inconsistency ant1 inconplel~ness and their sister terms, ~~a~qumess andscmernli~ 
and ouerdetemination and underdete?7ninatio?z, to a shrill pitch. The accompanying 
suggestion is that inconsistenc3, at local - and radically incomplel- levels can and 
in many cases should be tolerated, since sooner or later during our semiotic 
practices an anomaly or two will pop up anyway. But, the sug~estion will be 
that we should try for consis/cncy at larger levels, though there is no way we can 
really know without a shadow of a doubt if thr whole is consistmt, for thcrc 
is no view, suh specie aelemitatic, accessible to us. In othcr words, the vc:ncrablc 
concept of foundations is l~lacccl in question. In this regard at least, Pril.cc, it  
will become evident, is quite contemporary, and in line with mucll postan:llytic, 
~~ostpositivist, poststructuralist thought. 

A brief Interlude follows, consisting of chapter 6. Therc, finally, I gct to thc 
meat of the matter. I present for fi~rther consideration what I hold to bc thc 
genuine Peircean concept of triadicity, in contrast to the customary scmiotic 
'triangle' and to semiological binary notions of thc sign. I offer a prcliminav 
discussion of Pcirce's basic sign types and their interrelations, which will hc 
used as a wedge to pry open thc faults and fissures of 'standarcl reference 
theory,' particularly from Gottlob Frege onward. During this discussion, thc 
concepts of leanzabili!,l, accountabilip, and knoroabilip are introtluced by way o f a  
brief re turn to uagzlteness and ,qcr?erali!y and ooerdeteminotion and z~r~dPme/u~vlinntion, 
with special focus on acts of relaling, rather than things rela/ed to. 

Chapter 7 continues the critique of Fregr's concept of'meaning, illllstrating 
in the process that his program of 'linguicentrism,' of 'objectivism,' of a 
static view of signs and the determinacy of their mcaning, is l>y and large 
inadequate. The work of Georg Cantor and Richard Dedekind with respect 
to sets and the problem of infinity emerges, which will have a bearing 
on future chapters, especially during considerations of Nelson Goodman, 
Putnam, Ml.V.0. Qline,  and, of course, Peirce. In the following chapter 1 
present various guises of what I dub 'lin,q~iccntric holism,' quite the vogllc 
in some circles these days, and its limitations vis-a-vis 'senziosic holism.' O n  
so doing, I introduce Putnam's controversial yet intriguing rendition of the 
Liiwcnheim-Skolcm theorem in his account of natural language rise ancl thc 
~)roblc~natics of meaning. I attempt to illustrate how the thcorcm has a lcsson fol- 
LIS regarcling the now familiar terms uaguel~rss-grnmality, inconsisten9~-incon~j~lrtene~s, 
and ouerde~mination-z~~zderdetonzinnlit. Chapter !I then focuses on Putnam's 
'There is no God's Eye view' in light of his 'brains-in-a-vat' tho~lght expcrimctlt, 
which ar,qles that meanings arc not in the hcad, thc object, 01- the sign, which 
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also supports the idca, presented in chapters 2 and 3, that there is no 
clctrrminable ahistorical bounclary between fiction and the 'real' and the 
'semiotically real' and the 'real.' This discussion then introduces, by way of a 
few Jorge Luis Borges-inspired examples, various paradoxes of infinity: how 
Peirce's concept of the sign bcars on them, and why we cannot cscape them 
once and for all. I suggest that, given human imaginative capacities, there is less 
closure to thought and to signs than cven Putnatn might be \\iilling to admit. 
T o  makc matters apparently worse, an intractable element of uncertainty, 
revealing our ultimatc limitations, remains. Yet there is, in the final analysis, a 
vague sort of closure, if only becausc, after exhaustion ensues, or upon reaching 
a hitherto unforeseen point, we can go no further. 

Chaptcr 10 extends the reasons why 'standard reference theory' is inade- 
quatc in vicw of Putnam's 'twin-earth' thought experiment. Peirce's concept 
of sign tmnslnkon, I then argue, entails the process of meaning engender- 
mcnt: signs becoming olher than what they arc, becoming a 'diflerence that 
makes a difference,' which is the very essence of semiotic meaning. Putnam's 
Lowcnheim-Skolem model is re-evoked and briefly placed alongside Quinc's 
celebrated but occasionally maligned example of a field linguist attempting 
to learn the lan<guage of another culture in his display of the 'indcterminacy 
of translation' and the 'inscrutability of reference' theses. This juxtaposition 
of Putnam and Quine brings on a rcintroduction of ~~agueness - by way of 
the 'sorites - as well as generuli& and ovude/emit~nt~on-zrnderdehmination, 
which constantly threaten to abrogate the classical principles of noncontra- 
diction and the excluded middle. All these moves, I observe, are tangentially 
related to Peirce, who never ceased in his cffbrt to bring abstractions in line with 
the 'concrcte reasonableness' of everyday living. From the Peircean perspective 
I thcn argue that since I present a concept of meaning as indcfinitcly variable, 
altcrnativc meanings can always pop up when least expected. Notice: the 
meandering, self-reflexive, at times convoluting and involuting path this book 
takes gently nudges us along, and the nebulous horizon becomes somewhat 
more distinct, though it cannot but remain vague, out there, somewhere, in 
thc horizon; we and the meanings of our signs are one, and precisely for that 
reason our game of lassoing them in for an ol?jcctive look is so aggravatingly 
elusive. Yet, we can't simply let meanings be, for they are us and we them. 

Chaptcr 1 1  addresses what appears at the outset to be a hopelessly bizarre 
Putnam thought cxperimcnt: the apparently simple 'Cat on a mat' sentence 
mistaken for 'Cherries on a tree.' I use Putnam's story in an attempt to illustrate, 
via Borges's Pierre Menard, that the very idca ofreference is even more radically 
indeterminate than Quine would have it, for all signs are indelibly caught u11 
in the process of their becoming. Chapter 12 thcn addresses Goodman's 'new 

riddle of induction,' in conjunction with a briefcliscussion ofthe Duhcm-(2~1inc. 
thesis, Ludwig PVittgenstein on rule following, and Carl Hempel's 'ravcn 
paradox.' I contend that a 'time-depenclcnt logic,' a nonformal 'logic of' 
vagueness,' predicated on Firstncss in addition to Sccondncss and Thirdness - 
a 'logic' Peirce often promised but did not deliver - is necessary. In orclcr to 
substantiate this argument, a synthesis of Frege, Putnatn, Goodman, ancl Quine 
is brought into further relation with ungueness-\qenernlily and occ~de/er~rrina~zon- 
undudetmninat~on in order to provide a new context for thcir intcrprctation. 
This brings me back, once again, to the idea of ~ncaning. I suggest that 
even regarding natural and formal lanpagcs, mcaning cannot live cithcr hy 
symbolicity and Thirdness or by indcxicality and Secondness alone: a dose of. 
iconicity is always present, whether wc know i t  or not and cvhctht:r we likc 
it or not. Given this view, in my subscquent discussion, the body is at long 
last returned to the sign, and the icon to the symbol (via thc incles), cvhich 
has also been a topic of much concern in our postanalytic, ~~oststructuralist, 
postmodern times. 

Chapter 13 offers a synoptic grasp of the thought cxperitnents, pcrspectivcs, 
and conjectures discussed thus far. In their composite they arc guilty of 
'linguicentrism' (a product of the 'linguistic turn'). Pcircc's crbducliot1, the third 
leg of his tripod including induction and dedlrc/lor/, is introducccl, with thc 
contention that all three components of this triad arc nccessary Ibr ;I 'logic' of' 
creativity, invention, and construction, and for their incorporation into a givcn 
community's body of narrative of all sorts. Chapter 14 ofT'crs a crash course on 
Peirce's concept of the sign. One woulcl exprrt that the first chaptcr ot'a hook nl. 
this nature should introduce Peirce on the sign. But no. I have organized things 
in a roundabout way. The method of'tny maclncss is this: if the cphctncrality, 
the elusiveness, of the very idea of meaning is first scnsccl, fch, intuitccl, fiotn 
many angles, then thc impact of Peirce's sign theory should be all thc more 
intriLping. At least that is what I would like to think. With this in mind, 
I present the specifics of Peircc's three basic trichotomies, g~inl is~ns-s i t~s[ps-  
legiigns, icons-indices-syrnhoh, and ternzs(word~-~ro~osi~ion~(scnte~~~~~)-n,~~unz~n/~(te.~/~) 
and place them in the context of the previous chapters. Thcn, I attempt to 
evoke the general notion that, if our signs and thcir meanings arc at onc with 
us and we with them, then there can bc no body-mincl distinction, but both, as 
signs among signs, are fused into the cffervesccnt stream trfsm~iosir. Ancl finally, 
chapter 15 foregrounds the role of the body, of thc contribution ofkinesthetic, 
corporeal, \lisceral sensing and feeling in meaning cngendcrmcnt. 'The rccclnt 
work of George Lakoff and Mark Johnson is cvoked, as is briefly that of' 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty and others. Ultimately, I suggest, rncaning is a r ~ ~ ~ a l l ~  
nowhere and nowhcn, but always already in thc process of. emcrging within 
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particular smiosic contexts. It is, simply put, in the beginning 'felt,' and only 
thcn can it he articulatecl - albeit vaguely, incompletely, and indeterminately, 
as it wcrr. 

NOW thc body is squarely within the sign. But actually, it was there all along. 
Wc just didn't know it, or didn't want to acknowledge it, soporifically caught up 
as we generally arc in what wc would like to think is our venerable hard-nosed 
disroursc, which remains divorced G-om corporcal and even visceral feelings, 
sentiments, wishes,  desire.^, and needs - all of which is OK for common folk, 
hut not for US. Thc message is that our signs are indelibly corporeal as well 
as intellectual, during the course of all our comings and goings. Yes. The 
sign is put hack in the bodymind, after centuries of exclusive residence in the 
imaginary limbo of the \Yestern mind that presumably remained autonomous 
of; and whcn at its hest thc imperious master of, the body. 

The Design 

A hricf word on thc strategies involved in this inquiry is also in order. After 
the I'r~nmble was sct on papcr, I decided to eschew footnotes altogether in the 
rcmaindcr of this volnmc: footnotes tend to bc cumbersome, a nuisance, often 
superfluous, and at times hardly morc than the author's ostentatious show of 
pseudo-erudition and an insult to the reader. Some ofwhat might otherwise go 
into footnote fodder is tound in thc tcxt in the form of parenthetical material 
- as you already witnessed in the second section of this introduction. These 
asides can be takcn or they can be simply i<gnored, according to the curiosity, 
patience, and whims of thc reader. 

Throughout the pages that follow, I allude often to semiology (in contrast to 
Pcircean semiotics), poststructuralism, and deconstruction, without qualifying 
thc terms. Thcse allusions are for the most part to trends in continental 
thought, ahout which this inquiry is not. In the first place, I assume the terms 
arc sufficiently hmiliar to thc rcader not to warrant detailed treatment herc. In 
thc scconcl place, sincc I havc offered commentary and critique on semiology, 
poststructuralism, and clcconstruction clsewhere (Merrell 1985, 199 1 ,  1992, 
1995a, 1995b, 1996), I see no nercl to reiterate those ar,pments here. 

In prcsenting my arguments, I avail myself of a host of examples, many 
of them in the way of paracloxcs, to illustratc the various facets of my thesis 
on meaning as they emerge in the text. These examples should perhaps be 
takcn as extended metaphors, conceits, or even parables: they arc icons that 
indcxically point out, however vaguely, the message of the story being told - or 
j~crhaps thcy may indicate thc 'punch lines,' if you will, of cynical games and 
satirical twists. All in all, the tcxt is a display to be gazed upon, contcrnplated. 

It is not a linear argument against linear arguments; it is an intricate web, not a 
set of bifurcating pathways; it is a nonlinear rhizome, not roots and branches. 
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